Exceptional weed control that's easy to use and flexible to fit your operation.

Sold exclusively through PhytoGen® cottonseed brand, Enlist® cotton lets you take control of weeds like never before with robust tolerance to 2,4-D choline, glyphosate and glufosinate. These multiple sites of action allow you to choose from the flexibility of Enlist One® herbicide or the convenience of Enlist Duo® herbicide. Now you can control weeds your way for improved weed resistance management that works with your cropping rotation.

One system stands alone - get the weed control that you deserve.

Apply with confidence to take down the toughest weeds, including:

- Common ragweed
- Marestail
- Giant ragweed
- Velveteen
- Morningglory
- Lambsquarters
- Palmer amaranth
- Waterhemp

“Adding the Enlist® weed control system to your operation is simple.

- Enlist cotton is compatible with crops such as soybeans without the Enlist trait, alfalfa, corn, peanuts, rice, sorghum and wheat. You can apply Enlist herbicides on Enlist cotton planted right next to these compatible crops without a buffer.
- Neighbor-friendly near-zero volatility gives you peace of mind that Enlist herbicides will stay where they are sprayed.

“We had no drift issues whatsoever. We have a watermelon and cantaloupe farmer in the area, so we were very concerned about drift. With Enlist Duo, we had absolutely no drift.”

— Jack Kent, Arkansas cotton farmer

“The tank mix of 2,4-D choline and Liberty herbicide really did exactly what we wanted it to. Two weeks after application, we had excellent control. We were able to almost eliminate most weeds. It really took care of business.”

— Austin Warbington, Georgia cotton farmer
Complete convenience.

Only Enlist Duo® herbicide combines the proven performance of 2,4-D choline and glyphosate. The two sites of action work together to deliver control of yield-robbing weeds and help prevent resistance.

**Application rate:** 4.75 pt./A

---

Additional tank-mix flexibility.

Enlist One® herbicide provides additional tank-mix flexibility with Liberty herbicide and other qualified tank-mix products, allowing for a customized weed control program to fit each farm. Farmers gain superior control of resistant and hard-to-control broadleaf weeds.

**Application rate:** 2 pt./A

---

On-target application.

90% less drift than traditional 2,4-D

The drift reduction from Colex-D® technology combines with low-drift nozzles to cut drift by as much as 90% compared with traditional 2,4-D.

96% less volatile than 2,4-D ester

Near-zero volatility – up to 96% less than 2,4-D ester – helps keep Enlist™ herbicides in place and improve control.

Visit Enlist.com to learn more about how the Enlist™ weed control system can help you take control of weeds like never before. Find the most current list of qualified tank-mix products for Enlist Duo® and Enlist One® herbicides at EnlistTankMix.com.